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NV-CRÉMANT D’ALSACE
Brut Formula White

The Rieflé family is deeply rooted in the history and culture of the Rhine. The domaine’s identity is inspired 
by the spirit of its beautiful winemaker’s house which was built in PFAFFENHEIM in 1609. It sits next to a 
magnificent church with a 13th century choir. The vineyard, with a total area of 57 acres, covers more than 
80 plots spread over some of the best spots in Alsace including several single — 1er Crus Vineyards and in 
two Grands Crus : Zinnkoepflé and Steinert. They take care of the plots of vines individually according to their 
unique characteristics in order to strengthen the connection between the terroir and the wine it produces. In 
accordance with the Organic Charter, no pesticide or other synthetic chemical product is used in the vineyard.

VINEYARD : Total area of 23 hectares

LOCATION : The vineyard is divided into more than 80 
plots spread over Pfaffenheim, Rouffach, Soultzmatt and 
Westhalten in the AOP Alsace.

SOIL : Domaine Rieflé’s Crémant blocks are generally 
located on deep, predominantly sedimentary lœss soils 
which produce very ripe grapes.

EXPOSURE : Various exposure

HARVEST : By hand

FERMENTATION : The fermentation was conducted with natural and genuine yeasts in 
stainless steel tanks to respect the delicate fruitiness of the wine.

MATURATION : The second fermentation and aging in the bottle, took about 18 months before 
disgorgement.

Gold color, fine bead, silver 
highlights

Expressive, fruity, apple & peach 
aromas

Elegant, fruit hints, round, fine 
bubble

DOMAINE RIEFLÉ

TERROIR

WINEMAKING

TASTING NOTES FOOD PAIRING

Pinot Blanc
Auxerrois
Pinot Gris

Chardonnay

50°F
10°C 2025  30 years old  60 hl/ha

Alsatian pretzel

Rollmops salad

Shrimp fried spring rolls
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«A touch of Golden Delicious apple carries 
the nose of this sparkling wine. The fine foam 
on the palate adds creaminess and accentuates 
the orchard fruit flavors. This is an elegant, 
rounded but fresh wine that finishes dry.»

- Wine Enthusiast
(12/31/2019)


